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Hi everyone, I am Alireza. Today, I am going to tell you about PacketMill, a system that we built to improve the performance of network function chains implemented on top of modular packet processing frameworks.
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I am going to start by telling you the story of packet delivery to a NFV server which runs firewalls, NATs, Load Balancers, Router, and other network functions that make Internet works. Let’s see how it works and what are its current problems/challenges. + So, the NIC delivers packets to the NFV server and the packets come with a “label” containing some extra information known as metadata, but the problem is that the metadata is written in another language that nobody understands since it follows a vendor-specific format. + Next, the driver has to translate the metadata to a common language (or a generic format) so that the applications can understand and use them. 
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Moreover, the generic metadata do not provide enough information for the sophisticated network functions. + Therefore, the modular packet processing frameworks have to also copy or convert the generic format to their own customized data structure to accommodate extra fields or remove unnecessary or unused metadata. And this extra copying/conversion, once again, adds greater inefficiency to the whole packet delivery process. 
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So if we look at the metadata management in the current DPDK-based packet processing frameworks, we can see two common ways to manage metadata:(+) In the first way that is used by FastClick, the vendor-specific metadata will be copied from the driver to DPDK data structure that are called rte_mbufs and later the packet processing framework will copy these to their data structures. As you might guess, this model is not very efficient since it involves two copying operations. (+) The second model that is used by BESS overlays the application information with the DPDK metadata, which prevents that extra copying, but it is still inefficient, because the application metadata contains many unnecessary fields that has to be carried while processing packets, which reduces cache locality. Unfortunately, metadata management is not the only problem associated with modular packet processing frameworks.
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If we look more closely at the network functions, we notice that they have multiple paths which are dependent on not only the packet type but also the content of the packet and the configurations defined by the user. So, basically, network functions are not straight-line applications, and they are very similar to a maze.  
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Maybe even worse, …Because if we consider real-world applications, they need multiple network functions that are usually chained together. 
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Each of which is a maze itself, which then creates a chain of mazes. And as you might imagine, this will make the packet processing very difficult and may result in lots of code inefficiencies. 
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To address these problems, we present a tool called PacketMill that increases the performance and efficiency of current software and hardware.It does that by improving metadata management and mitigating code inefficiencies in the modular packet processing frameworks.More specifically, it performs three optimizations as follows: …
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First, It introduces a new metadata management model called X-Change that enables DPDK-based applications to use their own customized data structures for metadata instead of relying on the generic DPDK data structure called rte_mbufBy doing so (+), it removes the need to translate the received metadata from the NIC. 
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X-Change, as the name suggests, exchanges data structures with the NIC driver. Consequently, the NIC driver writes the metadata directly in the application-specific format thus preventing any extra copying or conversion operations. + Additionally, X-Change performs other optimizations, which you can read about in our paper. X-Change makes the driver programmable by providing an API to the application. More specifically, …
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}
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}
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X-Change uses conversion functions to set metadata in the driver code rather than directly assigning metadata.By doing so, the conversion functions can implement (+) DPDK behavior by default, but they can also be (+) re-implemented or re-defined to use customized and application-specific data structures. + Moreover, X-Change uses LTO to inline the function; therefore, introducing these functions does not cause any inefficiencies. 
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Second,PacketMill uses LLVM optimization passes to reorder the application data structures based on the input configuration, making it possible to push the previous optimization even further and to customize the application data structure for a given network function chain. PacketMill currently reorders the fields based on their popularity -- so that the most used fields will be located in the same or consecutive cache lines, which improves cache locality, and better exploits hardware prefetching. More specifically, (+) the LLVM pass tracks the getelementptr instructions that access the application-specific data structures. Later, it (+) Reorder the fields in the data structure definition, and then (+) modifies the accesses based on the new order for the data structure. 
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Finally, PacketMill uses and embeds the network function configuration in the packet processing framework source code. This will result in a simpler maze for the network function, which results in better optimizations performed by the compiler, as the compiler has more information about the application. As a result of these optimizations, …
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PacketMill generates a customized binary for a given chain of network functions based upon performing whole-stack optimizationsNext, I will show you the PacketMill’s workflow. 
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Packet Processing frameworks usually use an input configuration file to describe the network function. This file is usually in the form of a graph describing the different actions that needs to be performed to process the packet. For example, (+) this graph is showing a typical Click-based router
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PacketMill receives the input configuration file and then modifies the FastClick source code by embedding the constant parameters and the graph itself in the code. Later, (+) PacketMill compiles FastClick and an X-Change-enabled version of DPDK with link time optimization (LTO) that produces the whole-program IR bitcode that also contains the code for all static libraries.Finally (+) PacketMill applies an LLVM optimization pass to the whole-program IR bitcode to reorder the FastClick Data structure and then link the optimized IR bitcode with dynamic libraries to produce a customized binary for the input configuration file. 
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By performing these steps, PacketMill (i) provides the network function with efficient access to the metadata and + (ii) minimizes the footprint of the packet processing framework, which results in better cache locality. 
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We evaluated PacketMill’s performance in many different scenarios shown on the slide, but in this talk, I will focus on (+) two specific points to (i) demonstrate the effectiveness of X-Change and (ii) to compare packetmill’s performance with other packet processing frameworks. (+) You can check our paper for other evaluations. 
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To see how effective is X-Change compared to existing metadata management models, we use a single core to forward a campus trace with a 100-Gbps-capable Mellanox card when the processor is running at different frequencies. (+) Our results show that X-Change achieve 21 and 33 percent better throughput compared to overlying and copying models, respectively. However, we notice that (+) the throughput stops increasing after a certain frequency, which we believe was related to a bottleneck in our system.So, to show the full potential of X-Change, …
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We connected another Mellanox card to the same core to increase the received traffic to 200 Gbps. By doing so, this experiment showed (+) that X-Change could also improve performance at higher frequencies. More specifically, it can forward packets at 115 Gbps with a single core, which is 17 Gbps faster than the overlaying model. 
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As for the 2nd evaluation point, we repeated a similar experiment and our results showed that PacketMill can forward packets faster than other state-of-the-art frameworks.This figure is showing the throughput of different packet processing frameworks when they forward packets with a single core, and (+) PacketMill can achieve around 45% higher throughput than BESS and a lighter version of FastClick that are the second-fastest packet processing frameworks in the figure. But PacketMill’s benefits are not limited to throughput, PacketMill also decreases latency. (+) if we compare the performance of the normal FastClick and PacketMill
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When a single-core router process a campus trace at different rates, + We see that PacketMill shifts the knee of the throughput-latency curve for both median and 99th percentile latency by around 2x, which means that PacketMill uses the same hardware more efficiently and this enables it to process packets at a higher rate and with lower latency.
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To conclude, Today, I told you about our system called PacketMill that mitigates code inefficiencies and improves metadata management, which enables commodity hardware to process packets at higher rates. We also show that PacketMill can forward packets at more than 100 Gbps and faster than other packet processing frameworks.We have performed many more experiments than those we have discussed today. You can find those in our paper. Please, see our GitHub repository for more information. 

https://github.com/aliireza/packetmill
https://packetmill.io/
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Thanks for watching, and do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. 
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